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Meredith nodded sincerely. “Jeremy, no matter what you ask, I’ll answer you truthfully.”

“Okay.” Jeremy’s deep, black eyes were fixed on Meredith. “Did you really see the b*stard Tanner and
Madeline together?”

“Yes! I really saw them with my own eyes!” Meredith answered without thinking.

Jeremy’s black eyes gradually sank and there was a chill in those bottomless eyes.

Sensing that the surrounding airflow had suddenly become abnormally heavy, Meredith panicked, but she still
insisted. “Jeremy, what I’ve said is all true! Jeremy, you have to believe me…”

“Believe you…”

Jeremy repeated these two words as a mocking tint surged in his eyes.

“She spoke to me the same way back then, wanting me to believe her.”

“What?” Meredith looked at the unsmiling Jeremy. “Jeremy…”

He parted his thin lips slightly. “I’ve already given you the chance.” After saying this, he turned around
coldly.

The underlying meaning of this was obviously that he did not believe her!



Meredith did not care then that she was pretending to have a sprained ankle and immediately stood up to catch
up with Jeremy, hugging him tightly from behind.

“Jeremy!”

She pressed her face tightly into Jeremy’s back.

“Jeremy, I’ve been with you for so many years. Don’t you know what kind of person I am? Why would I be

lying?! Everything I’ve said is the truth. Madeline really spent time with Tanner! Not only Tanner, but also
Daniel! And your uncle, Felipe! Madeline loves entangling herself with those men, she—”

“Enough!”

Jeremy interrupted her angrily, his stern face filled with indignation.

Meredith quickly closed her mouth in fright.

The air condensed again and Meredith felt a tremor of anxiety.

She hugged Jeremy tighter but suddenly heard Jeremy’s commanding voice. “Let go of your hands.”

Meredith’s eyes widened in shock, unable to accept Jeremy’s rejection and alienation from her.

“No! I won’t let go! Jeremy, I love you. I just want to be with you forever. Don’t let those meaningless people
influence our relationship, alright?”

With a crying voice, Meredith hugged Jeremy’s waist even harder.



However, in the next few seconds, Jeremy pried open her fingers forcefully one by one, and very quickly, her
embrace was empty.

“Jeremy…” Meredith looked at the expressionless man with tears in her eyes.

Jeremy glanced at her. “If Jackson’s kidnapping was related to you, I’ll officially declare my engagement to
you invalid.”

“…” Hearing this, Meredith was instantly in disarray!

They had been engaged three years ago!

Everyone in Glendale already knew about it!

Yet, what was he saying now about declaring the engagement invalid?!

What was the meaning of this?

Meredith resolutely refused to accept such a plot twist. She recovered and saw Jeremy preparing to drive out.
She hurried to the car and grabbed the half-open window with both hands.

“Jeremy! Jackson is my biological son. How could I ask someone to kidnap our son? My own flesh and blood?
How could I do such a crazy thing?!” Meredith clutched the car window tightly as she continued explaining to

the indifferent man.

Jeremy slowly drove the car out of the villa yard while turning a deaf ear to Meredith’s explanation.

Meredith chased on to explain, her voice getting louder and louder. However, Jeremy sped up instead and
closed the window.
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